K2 Appit for SharePoint
and SharePoint 2013
TECHNICAL COMPARISON

SharePoint 2013 includes some improvements to its workflow capabilities, including
an independent workflow engine called Workflow Manager 1.0. The new engine
separates workflow functionality from other SharePoint services and provides new
runtime capabilities. However, despite the addition of new features, workflow in
SharePoint 2013 remains limited in many scenarios, so it is important to understand
what capabilities are available, what limitations exist and why it might be necessary to
turn to 3rd party workflow software, like K2 Appit for SharePoint, to build SharePointbased workflow and forms apps that meet your needs.
This paper compares how basic workflow and business apps capabilities, including
data integration, forms, workflow and management, are handled with both out-ofthe-box SharePoint 2013 capabilities and K2 Appit for SharePoint.

OVERVIEW
K2 Appit for SharePoint is for building workflow and forms applications based on SharePoint lists and libraries.
All the capabilities and features included in Appit have been optimized toward providing SharePoint users,
both technical and non-technical, with an intuitive, easy-to-use experience that provides more powerful capabilities than other SharePoint-based tools, without the need for custom code.
The incremental benefits of using K2 Appit for SharePoint to build SharePoint-based applications are:
•D
 ATA INTEGRATION – Appit’s data integration capabilities are built using the K2 SmartObject framework, allowing you to integrate with a wide

variety of line-of-business systems without writing code. K2 SmartObjects are reusable across all applications, are secure, and maintain data integrity by keeping data in its system of record.
• APPLICATION FORMS – SmartForms are K2’s easy-to-build forms that are reusable, full-featured and provide the ability to display important
information, from multiple LOB systems, in a single interface.
•W
 ORKFLOW DESIGN – K2 Appit for SharePoint provides a workflow design environment that is more flexible, and provides more out-of-the-box
capabilities than SharePoint. No code is required and workflows can be reused across any application.
• EXECUTION – The Appit server is designed to run any size application, allowing organizations to run smaller, departmental solutions as well as
mission-critical, enterprise-wide applications from the same server.
• MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION – Visual interfaces and management tools provide application administrators with everything they
need to ensure applications are running smoothly, without having to dig through complicated error logs.
• REPORTING AND ANALYTICS – K2 Appit for SharePoint provides out-of-the-box reports that can be easily customized, without code, to display
information that is important to end users and application administrators alike.
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DATA CAPABILITIES
Data is at the core of your business and your applications, so it’s important to understand how it is accessed, how users will view and
interact with it and what security measures are in place to ensure your data is safe. Below is a comparison of how K2 Appit for SharePoint
and SharePoint 2013 handle data integration within workflows and forms.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

Can SharePoint data from other sites, site
collections, farms or SharePoint versions (SP
2013 or SP Online) be accessed from
a single application?

Yes, SharePoint data is made available via the
K2 SmartObject architecture, allowing you
to access SharePoint data no matter where it
lives.

No, only data within the site where the
workflow or form lives can be accessed.

Can data from other line-of-business
systems be used?

Yes. Out-of-the-box support for SQL Server,
Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Web services
allows access to virtually any system, without
the need for code.

Yes, Web services calls are supported, but
require a developer to write the appropriate
code.

How is security handled?

The SmartObject framework uses the
security of the underlying LOB system.

The Web services used to access LOB data
will need to be written to handle security
requirements.

Will my application have real-time access to
LOB data?

Yes, the SmartObject framework provides
direct, real-time access to any LOB system.
Data is never copied into
the Appit server or databases.

No, data is copied into the application
for use in each instance. Refreshing the data
is not automatic but can be added to the
application manually.
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FORMS AND INTERFACES
Connecting to information at the source, in real-time, is important but it only gets you halfway to a business application. Equally important is
the ability to create forms that can display information in a way that makes data easy to alter and use to make good decisions. K2 Appit for
SharePoint makes it easy for non-technical users to create intuitive forms that combine the power of data and workflow, without writing code.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

How are simple forms for SharePoint lists
and libraries created?

K2 Appit for SharePoint automatically
generates forms for each list or library. These
forms are customizable and can be reused
across multiple applications.

SharePoint 2013 automatically generates
forms for each list or library. These forms are
customizable but cannot be reused.

How do you add more complex logic to a
form?

The browser-based K2 Designer can be used
to modify auto-generated forms to include
additional LOB data or other advanced form
capabilities and logic, without writing code.

Modifications can be made using InfoPath
or SharePoint Designer as long as the form
is not being used in workflow. If it is, the only
option is to write custom ASP.NET code in
Visual Studio.

Is it possible to manage multiple versions of
a form?

Yes, Appit’s versioning capabilities
allow you to manage multiple versions
of a form.

No, SharePoint supports only one version of
a form at a time.

Can forms be reused across multiple
applications, sites, lists, etc.?

Yes, forms and form rules are reusable across
any application.

No, forms are tied to a specific list or library
and cannot be reused by multiple lists.
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WORKFLOW DESIGN
K2 Appit for SharePoint comes with extensive workflow capabilities that allow you to rapidly assemble workflow applications in a browser-based designer, without code. From basic task routing to complex solutions with policies, rules, escalations and exception handling,
Appit’s workflow engine is designed for scale. Appit enables users to rapidly assemble workflows with reusable components, enabling
the next application to be delivered even faster than the first.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

How are workflows designed?

Appit provides a browser-based, visual
design environment to design and configure
workflows without code.

SharePoint Designer 2013 is the default
workflow designer and provides a rulesbased designer. A graphical design
environment is available using Visio, but only
allows users to layout the workflow steps,
not configure them. Developers can develop
workflows using Visual Studio.

What kind of task routing is available?

Appit allows for a wide variety of scenarios
including the ability to use application
data to determine what path a task should
take. Some examples of supported routing
scenarios include:
• Round robin
• Design-time and
run-time ad hoc
• Send to manager
selection
• Group approval/
• Loops/rework
rejection
• “Go-to” (any step)

SharePoint 2013 supports a subset of
scenarios, including:

What types of business rules and logic are
available?

Appit includes an extensive library of
mathematical, logical and text-based
calculations.

SharePoint 2013 includes a basic library of
mathematical and text-based functions.

Can workflows and business logic be
reused?

Yes, virtually all Appit-based assets are
reusable across multiple applications.

No, workflows are tied to a specific list or
library so reuse is not possible.

• Approve/decline
• Looping (X number of times)
• Looping (until X occurs)
• “Go-to” (by stage)

Additional options can be added, but
require custom code and a good knowledge
of SharePoint.
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TASK MANAGEMENT
Ultimately, your K2 Appit for SharePoint applications are designed to empower users in your organization to take action. Interacting with,
and managing tasks associated with a business application is central to a workflow-driven process. If users do not have an intuitive, easyto-use mechanism for accessing tasks, they will be less likely to use the application on a regular basis. Below is a comparison of how tasks
are handled in K2 Appit for SharePoint and SharePoint 2013.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

Can task forms display line-of-business
data?

Yes, task forms can be assembled with any
number of data sources, no code required.

Yes, task forms can be customized using
custom ASP.NET code.

Can tasks be delegated or redirected to
another user?

Yes, end users can redirect or delegate tasks
directly from their task list.

Yes, the delegation action needs to be
included in the workflow when it is designed.

What happens when a user is out of office?

Appit users can delegate tasks to another
user based on their out of office schedule.

No capabilities are provided out-of-the-box,
but custom code can be included to handle
this scenario.

How are tasks accessed?

Out-of-the-box, Appit provides the following:

Tasks can be accessed via a shared, sitespecific task list or via a link in email.

• A global tasklist that can be surfaced

anywhere in SharePoint
• Mobile apps that give access to tasks from

any device
• Email access
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MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
K2 Appit for SharePoint gives you full control over your applications, including the power to adapt and manage your environment. Processand task-level security options give you granular control over the security configuration of your environment and applications. Version management lets you easily move between different process versions, allowing you to minimize downtime and maximize productivity. Appit is
designed to run at scale, combining power and control for even the most high-volume and high-demand business processes.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

How is versioning handled?

Key Appit components, including forms and
workflows are versioned automatically and
allow for rollback to previous versions, if
necessary.

Only the most current version of both forms
and workflows are used.

How is application management handled?

Appit management tools are available in
a browser-based tool, accessed via the
SharePoint site. Access to error handling,
security and instance management is
available via this interface.

All management functions are done via
cmdlets or code written in Visual Studio. No
browser-based management interface is
available, although server monitoring can be
done via the event tracking interface.

How is error handling managed?

Errors are surfaced via the management
interface.

Processes in error are automatically
suspended or stopped. Troubleshooting
requires looking through error log files.

How is security handled?

Security is accessed via the browser-based
management interface and can be set at
an application and individual task level using
Active Directory users, groups or K2 specific
roles.

Access is set via standard SharePoint list
security.

Are there any load or performance
limitations?

No, K2 Appit for SharePoint is an enterpriselevel server and has been optimized to run
many applications and application instances
at one time.

Yes, the limitations are:
• Can only execute 15 concurrent workflows
against a single content database.
• The max workflow definition is 5,120KB
• Workflow instance activations, per second,
per Web server is 6
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REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
Once an application is running in production, it’s important that process administrators and process participants have the ability to quickly
determine where bottlenecks are in order to understand how to best optimize the process on an ongoing basis. K2 Appit for SharePoint
makes information easy to access and understand, giving users full visibility into Appit applications with features like View Flow, which gives
a real-time visual representation of running processes, and SmartForms-based reports, which provide a SharePoint-based dashboard that
allows users to track the status of all running processes in the environment.
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K2 Appit for SharePoint

SharePoint 2013

How is instance reporting handled?

Out-of-the-box reports provide detailed
information on each instance and can be
customized, using the K2 Designer to show
additional info.

Basic information is available for each
instance, but additional information is only
available via API, requiring a developer to
code additional reports.

How is audit tracking handled?

By default, Appit logs information about task
participants, actions taken, data changed or
added and how long each step took.

Basic information, like start and stop
times is available. Logging of additional
audit information can be added to each
application.

Can I create custom reports?

Yes, via the browser-based, visual K2
Designer.

Yes, via custom code using API and REST
services.

How long is instance and audit tracking
information kept?

Indefinitely.

60 days by default. This can be changed via
the logs, but requires a manual process to
archive things on a regular basis.
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